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397 kilomeTres over four days in warm sunshine makes the 
Tour of Cyprus a big draw for British riders. CW’s Penny Comins 
was lured by the promise of smooth-rolling, traffic-free roads
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 W
ith Brit riders 
enjoying the 
luxury of not 
having to be 
fully clad to 
head outside, 

the Tour of Cyprus (ToC) kicked 
off with breakfast by the pool 
overlooking the sea in 20-degree 
heat. I took my white, UK non-tan 
out in the rays, dramatic hills and 
twisting coastline of Cyprus for my 
first stage sportive. 

Not wanting to be stuck with 
hybrid riders, I had signed up 

The ‘B’ group set a slacker pace 

for the ‘A’ group. Coming down 
to reception I started to shake 
in my cleats as I realised that ‘A’ 
wasn’t just the more experienced 
group but was actually the race 
contingent of the ToC.

Following the lead car, 
motorbikes and police out of town, 
with the press hovering, I tried to 
hang on the back of the 110-rider 
peloton, unable to utter a word, let 
alone any complaints.

Day one of the four-day tour 
took us from sea level up into the 
Troodos Mountains, 1,800 metres 
of climbing over 110 kilometres. 
Unlike other sportives, where you 
plod along at your own pace, we 
all left together and the pace was 
neutralised for the first 70 clicks.

I enjoyed the huge climbs, 
charged down the wicked hairpins, 
avoiding wild goats and admired 
the mountain monasteries. To 
spice things up, the organiser 
Andy Hadjivasiliou added a timed 
race stage. This was to happen 
each day and three out of four 
were uphill for added difficulty. 

A rosy glow
At the first feed station it was 
obvious that I didn’t belong in the 
shiny, shaved, oiled-leg brigade 
and so I self-relegated down to 
the ‘B’ group. Here there were no 
timed sections and we all rode at 
our own pace. Motorbike patrols 
and marshals were still prevalent 
but I could hear myself think as 
I breathed a normal pattern and 
worked my way through the 
mountains to the hilltop village of 
Agros. Famous for growing roses, 
we were expected to cross the line 
and down a shot of rose liquor, 
warming us up for the last uphill 
to the hotel.

larnaca, Cyprus, march 26 – 28Tour oF CyPruS
spORTIVe

Our kit was transferred to a 
new hotel each night, and there 
was massage and technical 
support on hand, a buffet waiting 
and awards for those who had 
raced. For me, eight hours out in 
the saddle and sunshine meant 
eating and sleeping were the only 
things on the agenda.

Day two started with sunshine 
pouring through the curtains and a 
day descending back to the coast. 
The route traversed through the 
mountain range, smattered with 
a few climbs through the wine 

growing region. The ‘B’ group 
had the option of chopping off the 
biggest climb by heading around 
the mountain instead of over. A 
group photo and parade through 
Paphos ended the day.

Christine 
vardaros
UsA pro rider

“It was the experience of a 
lifetime. The locals came out 
to cheer, the staff made me 
feel completely supported, and 
the friendships I’ve made are 
priceless. And of course it’s 
always fun to come away with 
the leader’s jersey!” 

18
nations  

represented

Day one was an uphill struggle An on-the-rivet effort

“I enjoyed the huge 
climbs, charged down 
the wicked hairpins”
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Tour of Cyprus
248 mIleS (397 KIlomeTreS)
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Maheras Monastery
a sign you are entering 
the troodos Massif, 
the monastery sprawls 
below. the neatly-packed, 
hairpinned road that flows 
like a ribbon below is as good 
to ride as it looks.

Fort oF Pathos
Finish point and group photo 
location on day two, the fort 
is all that is left of a larger 
defensive structure built in 
1391. Climbing to the top 
gives a great view over the 
harbour and up the coast.

aPhrodite’s roCk
down below the road on day 
three, two rocks pierce the 
aqua sea. there is no time to 
stop but take your snorkel, 
mask and swimmers on a 
return trip to indulge in the 
clear waters.

anCient aMathous
official start location of the 
fourth day, the site of an 
original Cyprian kingdom 
founded in 1,000BC. richard 
the Lionheart visited in 1191 
and was forced to get out of 
his vessel on the beach. he 
promptly destroyed the town.
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What’s so  
special... 
Day One
DAy one is all climbing, 1,800 
metres away from sea level 
into the mountains. Climbing 
up to Machairas Monastery is 
a windy battle in the midday 
heat. Not steep enough to 
walk, yet long enough to make 
you wonder how you will last 
another three days. The view 
of the twisty road below the 
worshipping grounds is even 
better than it looks.
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Patrick Hawkins 
(42)
south london
dulwich Paragon

“It was not like any other 
sportive. With the ‘A’ group 
including commercial teams, it 
really did provide for some truly 
hardcore racing in the timed and 
elimination sections. The mighty 
Dulwich came third in the 
three-up-male-over-100-years 
category on the last day, which 
we were very proud of!”

liz Dimmock (32)
Henley

“Highlights for me — beautiful 
cycling, great people, awesome 
support and coordination, and 
it was amazing to meet such a 
range of nationalities (18!). I also 
really enjoyed the opportunity 
to cycle with some of the elite 
riders, cycling in a peloton 
with them was great too. An 
eye-opener and I enjoyed the 
different pace — albeit for only a 
short time!”

The third and fourth days 
traversed along the coast with 
an overnight stop in party town 
Limassol. Ferraris joined me at 
the lights going through towns 
while other cyclists whizzed 
past me up the hills. As the 
sun got hotter the sea below 
looked more and more inviting. 
The final day ended in Plateia 
Evropis — Europe Square, fitting 
for the 18 nations present.

This was the second edition 
of the Tour of Cyprus and there 
were mixed messages about 

the format. While I was under 
the illusion this was a four-day 
sportive, there was some turmoil 
among the semi-pro teams from 
Malta, Russia and Israel when 
it was revealed that the racing 
would be limited to 25 to 30 
kilometres a day. Russia withdrew 
after day one. 

The remaining ‘A’ riders’ desire 
to race was soon met, as the 
sections chosen by Hadjivasiliou 
were the toughest climbs on the 
course, meaning only the strongest 
prevailed. The flat final stage 
brought team tactics into play and 
the GC was won by a mere second. 

A work in progress
Hadjivasiliou is looking to 
develop the race further, 
hoping to attract more 
professional teams in 
future years as well as 
promoting Cyprus as a 
great training ground for 
pro teams. The sportive 
will stay in place in its 
current format.

Another year on and a few 
adjustments to the course and 
timings means this is a great way 
to feel like a professional, with 
huge support throughout the day. 
You can choose to race or just ride, 
making for an interesting format.

The elite riders set a blistering tempo in the hills

A riot of colour as riders wait to start

379 kM
5,000 metres 

climbing
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local  
knowledge
Getting there
Flying is the only viable option. 
Cyprus Airways flies direct 
from Heathrow to Larnaca, 
offering riders 20 per cent 
discount, with bikes flying 
for free. British Airways and 
EasyJet have direct flights too. 

accommodation
All accommodation is 
organised for the duration of 
the tour. Extra nights can be 
arranged at the host hotel, 
Louis Princess Beach. Go to 
www.louishotels.com.

A cheaper option and 
closer to the town is Les 
Palmiers Beach Hotel. Contact 
www.lespalmierscityhotel.com.

Things to do
The whole island is easily 
accessible by car. Beaches in 
Ayia Napa are a great place to 
relax by crystal-clear waters. 

Greek mythology runs 
deep at Aphrodite’s rock. The 
beach is not only picturesque 
but the site of the goddess’s 
birth. Meanwhile, a hike in the 
Troodos Mountains affords 
360-degree views of the island.

Carbo load
Dinners are provided at all 
the host hotels, and Larnaca 
beachfront has a strip of  
traditional restaurants. 

leg loosener
From the host hotel, head 
along the coast in the  
direction of Xylofagou and  
Ayia Napa. Follow the B3  
hugging the coast. A round 
trip is 80km; you can choose 
to turn around at any stage  
fitting to your taper.

“As the sun got hotter, 
the sea below looked 
more and more inviting”
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